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INTRODUCTION
This document presents a compilation of all the research work done in the study of a
thermoplastic polymer reinforced with nano-clay in the framework of a stage convention
between the Master program in Mechanical Engineering of UNIVERSIDAD DE LOS ANDES
(Bogotá, Colombia) and the Master program in Materials and Processing of ECOLE
NATIONALE SUPERIÉURE D´ARTS ET MÉTIERS ENSAM (Paris, France).
Actually, nano-composites are one of the most studied subjects in materials science. It is
enough to take a look to the exponential growing curve for the number of scientific
publications related to understand the phenomena. For example, doing a quick search in
SCOPUS data base with the word ‘nano-composite’, in 2000 there was 352 entries of
scientific publications related, but in 2006 the number of entries increased astonishingly to
2,419. The most important interest in this kind of composite resides in the fact that using little
quantities of the nano-metric filler (in comparison with traditional fillers) it is possible to obtain
amazing improvements in mechanical properties for polymers. But not only mechanical
properties are concerned, in the last years the scientific community has found interesting
results in a wide spectra of aspects like barrier, thermal, optical, magnetic, electrical and
flammability properties. So, in order to not be out of the actual technology tendencies, this
research work tackles the subject taking the particular case of a thermoplastic polymer
reinforced with montmorillonite clay.
In spite of the great research investment in nano-composites, their morphology
characterization is still subject of multiple discussions and debating. Morgan and Gilman
(2003) have showed that traditional techniques, XRD and TEM, are not yet totally developed
to describe with precision the nano-charge structures. On the other hand, mechanical
behavior depends strongly on composite morphology so theoretically a validated model in
elasticity or in viscous-elasticity can be used as an indirect pathway to identify nanocomposite morphology.
This document is divided in two big parts related the specific stage developed in each
research center. In the first part is presented a technical characterization of the composite
material in terms of mechanical properties. A special emphasis is made in elasticity; a study
predicting nano-composite elastic behavior with Mori-Tanaka model is showed. Results of
morphology identification by X-ray Diffraction (XRD) and Transmission Electronic Microscopy
(TEM) confirmed at least a coherent agreement between theoretical predictions and
measured elastic modulus.
The second big chapter deals with composite linear viscous-elastic modeling. A micromechanical model in linear viscous-elasticity for semi-crystalline polymers developed at LIM
(Materials Engineering Laboratory at ENSAM) was taken as guide. Validation results with a
well known composite (PET with glass spheres) are so interesting since a scientific point of
view but prediction efficiency is not totally satisfactory. Because of the previous reason and
some experimental constraints the viscous-elastic prediction in nano-composites was not
conclusive.
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FIRST PART
1. NANO-COMPOSITES AND LINEAR ELASTIC BEHAVIOR
1.1. Polymer layered silicate nano-composites
Actually, nano-technology is one of the most important areas in scientific research and it is
also a point of convergence of different basic sciences like physics, chemistry and biology,
as well as other disciplines in engineering. In middle of this extensive field of research,
development of polymer materials with presence of nano-structures has attracted special
attention for both the industry and the academic community because of the extraordinary
improvements in several properties compared with pure polymer and even micro-composite.
There are two big discoveries that marked the beginning of the intensive research in nanocomposites: 1) the report of Toyota’s Research Team about Nylon-6 / montmorillonite
(N6/MMT) nano-composite where small quantities of nano-charge produce considerable
improvements in the thermal and mechanical properties of the virgin polymer, and 2) the
observation of Vias et al. about the feasibility of mixing polymers and laminar silicates without
using organic solvents (easily processing conditions). Actually, this kind of materials is object
of study all around the world using a great variety of polymer matrix (Shina Ray & Okamoto,
2003).
The clay based nano-materials technology is probably the nearest to commercial production.
Not only there are numerous studies about synthesis of nano-composites with clays but also
same clays are being used like supporting structures in very complex organic materials that
can answer in a programmed way (intelligent materials) or function like nano-sensors (Newsfactor, 2003). The reasons that explain the extensively development in clay nano-technology
are several ones. First, the former techniques for obtaining composites with clays were
developed several decades ago, in 1966. Secondly, exploitation of bentonite deposits and
montmorillonite extraction are widely spread around the world because of the diversity of
industrial applications.
Small quantities of nano-reinforce have positive effects over a large set of material
properties. For example, increasing of elastic modulus (Shina Ray&Okamoto, 2003; Heggli,
2001), increasing of yield strength and tensile strength (Nayak et al., 2003), reduction of gas
permeability, increasing of thermal stability, improvement in flame retardancy (Morawiec et
al., 2004) and reduction in UV and IR radiation transmittance.

1.2. Montmorillonite
Montmorillonite (MMT) is a mineral belonging to silicate class, filo-silicates subclass and
smectites group. Geological origin of montmorillonite is so varied and, for this reason, there are
several chemical structures to describe it. Two of them, the most typical for MMT are:
(Na, Ca) (Al, Mg)6 (Si4O10)3 (OH)6 – n(H2O)
(Na, Ca)0,3 (Al, Mg)2 Si4O10 (OH)2 – n(H2O)
The filo-silicates are structurally constituted by arrangements of oxygen atoms and hydroxyl
groups that form piled layers. The exterior layers of the mineral particles are generally formed
by tetrahedrons with a central silicon atom (SiO4)4- that share three of their oxygen atoms with
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the adjacent tetrahedrons in the same layer (Figure 1). This conformation is a symmetric
arrangement where the interne sides form a hexagon. Final formula of tetrahedral layer is, in
consequence, (Si2O5)2-. Eventually silicon atoms can be replaced by iron or aluminum cations,
Fe3+ or Al3+.
Oxygen atoms in tetrahedron apex are positioned in the plan of connection to the next layer
(octahedral). Octahedral layer is completed with hydroxyl groups that are in the central axis of
the arrangement. Octahedrons are at the same time completed by additional oxygen atoms
and hydroxyl groups constituting a parallel plan to the previous one. Those octahedrons could
be or not occupied in their center by different cations (Mg2+, Fe2+, Fe3+, Al3+) according with
charge balance. Continuing filo-silicate structure another tetrahedral layer is placed and so on.
Velasquez (2004) indicates also that the resulting multi-layered structure is commonly called
sheet and can have different configurations in function of number of layers. The commonly
montmorillonite structure is three layer and is called TOT (Tetragonal – Octahedral –
Tetragonal).

Figure 1 - Classical montmorillonite structure

Additionally to number of layers, another structural difference between filo-silicates is the kind
of cations founded in the octahedral sites. Those cations can have two valences as Mg2+ and
Fe2+, or have three valences as Fe3+ and Al3+. If actual cations have two valences then only
three octahedral sites around each hydroxyl group are occupied and structure is called trioctahedral. On the other hand, if those cations have three valences only two thirds of all
octahedral sites are occupied and structure is called di-octahedral. Montmorillonite is a filosilicate di-octahedral.
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Structure of a single montmorillonite sheet electrical charges are not balanced because of
several isomorphic substitutions. For example, when a tri-valence octahedral cation is
substituted for a bi-valence one a negative net electrical charge is created. Electrical balance
of whole structure is satisfied incorporating hydrated cations in middle of gallery gaps. Most
common balancing cations are some Group I cations (Na+ y K+) and some Group II cations
(Mg2+ y Ca2+).
For the previous reason montmorillonite is a hydrophilic system. So, in order to leave
montmorillonite organically compatible (for polymer mixing) a surface modification treatment is
commonly used. Most normal chemical modification is carried out by cation exchange process
with quaternary ammonium salts (Figure 2).

Figure 2 – General structure of a quaternary ammonium salt

Radicals in those quaternary ammonium salts (R1, R2, R3 and R4) are usually long alkyl chains
to enhance hydrophobic character. Surface modification process interchange gallery cations
(Na+ or Ca2+) by alkyl ammonium ions.
Determination of characteristic montmorillonite dimensions is not simple, both molecular
simulations and experimental techniques (as X-ray diffraction) have been used to do it.
Thickness of a montmorillonite platelet (TOT structure) can be estimated by adding the centerto-center distance between the outer oxygen atoms in the tetrahedral layers to twice the
oxygen atomic radius as showed in figure 3 (Clark, 1966 and van Olphen, 1977). The resulting
value of 0.94nm was used by Fornes and Paul (2003) to achieve a prediction study on nanocomposites mechanical properties. In the same work doing a statistical analysis over TEM
images of well exfoliated nano-composites Fornes and Paul (2003) estimated an average
particle length of 91nm.

Figure 3 – Thickness estimation of a montmorillonite platelet
(Clark, 1966; van Olphen, 1977)

In 2004 Kozak and Domka studied modification of typical sodium montmorillonite. Basal
spacing (or gallery gap) of unmodified montmorillonite, measured by XRD, was 1.227nm and
after modification with (alkyl-oxy-methyl) dodecyl-dimethyl ammonium chloride,
[(C12H25N+(CH3)2CH2OR]Cl-, it increased up to 1.557nm.
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1.3. Preparation of polymer layered silicate nano-composites
Actually there are three well-known methods to prepare polymer nano-composites: prepolymer obtained by intercalation in solution, in situ intercalative polymerization and melting
intercalation (Sinha&Okamoto, 2003).
Water, chloroform and toluene are the most common solvents used to dissolve layered
silicate clays. Below certain specific conditions those solutions can be mixed with polymers
allowing polymer chains to get into swelled galleries of clays. Once the maximum degree of
intercalation has been achieved solvent is retired leaving a Polymer Layered Silicate (PLS)
structure. This PLS is a pre-polymer used to prepare the final composite by dilution. PVA
(Greenland, 1963), HDPE (Jeon et al, 1998) and liquid crystal (Kawasumi et al, 1996) are
polymers already reinforced using this method.
For in situ intercalative polymerization the layered silicates are dissolved directly in a
monomer suspension or a solution containing the monomer. In that way polymerization
reactions occur also between silicate platelets obtaining at the end a nano-reinforced
polymer. Nylon-6 nano-composite of Toyota’s research team was prepared using this
technique (Okada et al, 1990).
On the other hand, melting intercalation uses an intensive high shear stress action to mix
layered silicates with polymer at the melting state. This procedure is widely extended
because it can be easily coupled with traditional polymer transformation process like
extrusion, injection molding and film blowing (Sinha et al, 2003). Polystyrene (Usuki et al,
1997), polypropylene and polyethylene-terephtalate (Davis et al, 2002) are usually reinforced
by melting intercalation.

1.4. Micro-to-nano scale morphologies in PLSN
Between the micron scale and the nano scale several morphologies can be identified in a
polymer layered silicate nano-composites. Consistent and accurate definition of those
hierarchical structures are required to understand and modeling mechanical behavior in
nano-composites (Sheng et al., 2003).
Considering filler dispersion into a polymer matrix the most frequently morphologies can be
described in terms of two states: intercalation and exfoliation. Intercalation morphology is
characterized by some penetration of polymer chains in the inter-layer domains expanding
original silicate structure and increasing gallery spacing to magnitudes between 1nm and
4nm. In spite of the polymer chains insertion, silicate structure rests highly ordered and
usually can be identified by diffraction techniques.
On the other hand, fully exfoliated morphology consists of single silicate layers totally
dispersed in the polymer matrix loosing any kind of order or regularity. In practice, most of
morphologies in PLSN are a combination of those micro-structures. Figure 4 shows a graphic
representation of intercalation and fully exfoliated morphologies.
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Intercalation morphology

Fully exfoliated morphology

Figure 4 – Intercalate and fully exfoliated morphologies in nano-composites

1.5. Coupling agents
Nano-composites are essentially multi-phase systems where the nano-reinforce is embedded
in a polymer matrix. Nano-composite properties strongly depend on morphology of filler
dispersion inside polymer matrix. Searching optimal mechanical properties in nano-composites
fully exfoliated morphology is ideal. In thermodynamic terms exfoliated morphology has the
biggest possible interaction level (surface energy content) between phases.
In a polymer layered silicate nano-composite the interaction level between nano-reinforce and
polymer matrix depends on chemical affinity between the involved surfaces. In other words,
nano-composite properties are strongly depending functions of interaction levels between the
constitutive phases.
If there is not chemical affinity between phases in a composite material (e.g. polymer
montmorillonite composite) successful coupling depends on the formation of a strongly
interface, that generally is considered as another phase that controls adhesion between
components (Xanthos M., 2005).
According to Xanthos (2005) interactions in phase boundaries not only affect mechanical
properties but also rheological properties, processing conditions, weathering resistance and
transport properties as gas diffusion.
Adhesion level between polymer and filler depends on multiple factors that can be classified in
adsorption parameters and wetting parameters. Interface forces (primary and secondary
bonds), orientation and molecular conformation at interface and polymer mobility count as
adsorption parameters. On the other hand, wetting parameters are surface tension and contact
angle (Xanthos, 2005).
In polymer layered silicate nano-composites usually is necessary to promote phase interaction
because of the low chemical affinity between components. This low affinity rests evident
considering the hydrophobic character of poly-olefins and the hydrophilic character of
montmorillonite clay. For that reason, this kind of nano-composites is really obtained with
organically modified montmorillonite that is so much more compatible with matrix phase. This
surface modification constitutes the first approximation to formation of an effective interface
between poly-olefins and montmorillonite clays.
In spite of the surface modification of clay also has been extended the use of coupling agents
that are chemical entities promoting indirect interactions between polymer matrix and
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montmorillonite. In polymer industry there are three big groups of coupling agents: sylanes,
titanates and functionalized polymers.
According to Xanthos (2005), recently the functionalized polymers have extended their
applications in spite of some technical difficulties for obtain them and mix them. Use of
functionalized polymers was initialized by the first research results about surface modification
with carboxyl anhydride and carboxyl acids. Today, the production of functionalized polymers
for coupling is mostly concentrated in acrylic acid or maleic anhydride grafted in polypropylene
or polyethylene resins. Chemical interaction between those functionalized polymers and the
clay surface is thought to be related to a salt formation. On the other hand, the interaction with
the polymer matrix is due to entanglements effects and co-crystallization.

1.6. Characterization techniques for nano-composites
According to Morgan and Gilman (2003) there are several techniques used to determine the
nano-composite morphology as Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM), Nuclear Magnetic
Resonance (NMR) and even Neutrons Dispersion, but the most extended techniques continue
to be Wide Angle X-Ray Diffraction (WAXD) and Transmission Electronic Microscopy (TEM).
1.6.1. X-Ray Diffraction
Improvement of material properties due to the presence of nano-charges in a polymer matrix is
strongly related with nano-composite morphology. Most of those properties, except maybe
flame retardancy, are improved when there is an exfoliated morphology.
Additionally to morphological identification, XRD allows study the intercalate kinetics of polymer
chains between the interlayer spaces of clay (Sinha et al., 2003). XRD allows to determinate
also changes in basal spacing after organic modification of montmorillonite.
XRD is an old technique that has been intensively used to characterize the morphology of
different materials and, obviously, very utilized in polymer science. There are two kinds of
XRD: Wide Angle X-ray diffraction WAXD and Small Angle X-ray scattering SAXS. According
to their names the first type of XRD analyses material structure at big angles of diffraction (1° to
90°) and the second one do the same at small angles (0.01° to 1°). In general, WAXD gives
information in the scale of 1nm to 4nm and SAXD between 1nm and 1000nm.
When a material’s sample is irradiated with an X-ray beam the tri-dimensional arrangement in
the material disperse the electromagnetic radiation in such way that dispersed waves are
reinforced in some directions whereas in others there are destructive interferences. Wave
reinforcing directions characterize structure orientation and dimensions of the arrangement
(Angulo, 1994).
Not all materials can be studied below XRD. According to Parkhutik (2004) some minimum
requirements for obtain a successful XRD are:
-

Interlayer distance approximately equal to radiation wavelength
Dispersion centers distributed regularly in the space (order, structure)
Mono-chromatic incident X-ray beam (photons of only one wavelength)

A diffraction signal is obtained after reflection of an incident X-ray beam (at angle θ) over an
atomic plane in the sample allowing constructive interference of reflected beam. The simplest
mathematical model describing the physical phenomena is the Bragg’s law. Considering an
incident X-ray beam (at angle θ) and the trajectory covered by the incident and the reflected
beam inside the material, is possible to obtain a mathematical condition for positive diffraction
signal:
20

nλ = 2d sin θ
Bragg’s law relates radiation wavelength λ, diffraction order n, interlayer spacing d and angle of
the incident radiation θ. X-ray beams used in structural analysis have wavelengths between
0.05nm and 0.25nm. In polymer science normally is used the emission line of CuKα, that really
is a double emission line with average wavelength of 0.154nm.
In general, structural identification by XRD in polymer layered silicate nano-composites allows
estimating interlayer spacing of clay dispersed in the polymer matrix. Obviously, quantification
depends on micro-structural order of composite.
Morgan and Gilman (2003) indicate that all possible morphological states in nano-composites
can be correlated with XRD results. Firstly, XRD patron of a totally immiscible structure doesn’t
show changes in relation with that one of the isolate clay; meaning that polymer chains didn’t
enter into gallery spaces. Contrary, an intercalate morphology present several XRD signals
indicating increased basal spaces due to clay swelling. Finally, exfoliation state doesn’t show
signal in a XRD patron because of the totally loss of order in clay arrangement.
It is important to say that XRD technique is not conclusive by itself and always has to be
supported with TEM images.
“The results of this study reveal that the overall nano-scale dispersion of the clay in the
polymer is best described by TEM… Most importantly, the study showed that XRD is
not a stand-alone technique, and it should be used in conjunction with TEM”
(Morgan&Gilman, 2003)
This statement is understandable taking into account that XRD results describe only relation
between clay platelets and not the relation between polymer matrix and clay platelets. Really,
XRD is useful only for immiscible and intercalate morphologies because the technique allows
to quantify interlayer spacing. By the other hand, XRD is insufficient to identify exfoliated
morphologies because absence of diffraction peaks doesn’t prove exfoliation condition, but
only lack of constructive interference in the XRD experiment. Since another point of view,
absence of diffraction peaks can be attributed also to erroneous sample preparation,
preferential orientations and poor calibration of equipments. Additionally, often the nanocomposite XRD patrons are so diffused and, consequently, the excessive width and the low
intensity of peaks difficult enormously the analysis (Morgan&Gilman, 2003).
All previous discussion indicates that XRD has to be linked with TEM analysis in order to better
describe the nano-composite morphology. For example, TEM images may guarantee whether
the nano-composite presents only the XRD suggested morphology or whether there is a mixed
morphology.
1.6.2. Transmission Electron Microscopy TEM
Actually Transmission Electron Microscopy TEM is one of the most utilized techniques to
characterize structure and morphology in material’s science. This technique uses samples cut
very finely so that they become transparent to electrons and an image can be generated by
crossing an electron beam.
TEM analysis is extensively used to characterize structures resulting of polymer nanoreinforcing. This technique lets identify immiscible particles; intercalate structures; exfoliated
morphologies or any combination of them (Morgan&Gilman, 2003). However, TEM analysis by
itself is not conclusive because of the areas below study are not representatives. Again, it is
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concluded that nano-composite morphology has to be studied using XRD and TEM at the
same time.
Figure 5-(a) presents a TEM image from a nano-composite containing immiscible structures. In
the TEM images can be easily identified a polymer matrix with black particles forming a second
phase. Those particles are commonly called micro-composites. Figure 5-(b) shows a typical
intercalate structure. In this case TEM image presents clay platelets as black lines slightly
separated one of each other but conserving a periodical structure. Finally, figure 5-(c) presents
a typical TEM image of an exfoliated morphology. In this case it can be observed the loss of
order of clay platelet structure.

a

b

c

Figure 5 – (a) Low magnification TEM image of an immiscible novalac-based cyanate ester nanocomposite, (b) High magnification TEM image of a intercalate morphology in a novalac-based cyanate
ester nano-composite, (c) High magnification TEM image of an exfoliated PS nano-composite
(Morgan&Gilman, 2002)

1.7. LDPE/MMT-o nano-composite
This project is based on the study of a nano-composite constituted by low density polyethylene and organically modified montmorillonite. Linear low density polyethylene grafted
with maleic anhydride was used as coupling agent in the multi-phase system.
1.7.1. LDPE characterization
Polymer matrix used is Dow® Polyethylene 132I, usually recommended for blowing extrusion
and casting processes. Some data reported in the technical data sheet are presented in
Table 1.
Table 1 – Dow® Polyethylene 132I technical data
Property
Norm
Melt flow index (190° C / 2,16kg), g/10 min
ASTM D1238
3
Density, g/cm
ASTM D 792
Tear resistance*, g
ASTM D 1922
Tensile strength at break*, MPa

ASTM D 882

Elongation at break*, %

ASTM D 882
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Value
0,22
0,9210
301 (DM)
175 (DT)
32 (DM)
29 (DT)
467 (DM)

Haze*, %

ASTM D 1003

661 (DT)
11,3

(*) Properties for a 51µm extruded film

LDPE resin was particularly characterized measuring the next properties:
•
•
•
•

Density (ASTM D792 Standard Test Methods for Density and Specific Gravity (Relative
Density) of Plastics by Displacement).
Melt Flow Index MFI (ASTM D1238 Test Method for Flow Rates of Thermoplastics by
Extrusion Plastometer)
Melting point (Differential scanning calorimetry DSC)
Crystalline content (Differential scanning calorimetry DSC)

Density measurements were done in an analytical balance Sartorius A210P. Melt flow index
was determined in a Tinius Olsen Plastometer at 190° C and 2,16kgf of charge. Calorimetry
essays were done in a TA Instruments Thermal Analyst 2100 using a heating-cooling
program between 30° C and 200° C. All characterization experiments were made at Centro
de Investigación en Procesamiento de Polímeros CIPP (Research Center in Polymer
Processing) of the Universidad de Los Andes in Bogotá, Colombia. Table 2 presents the
respective experimental results.
Table 2 – Physical characterization of Dow® Polyethylene 132I
Property
Norm
Melt flow index (190° C / 2,16kg), g/10 min
ASTM D1238
3
Density, g/cm
ASTM D792
Melting point, ° C
DSC
Crystalline content, % w
DSC

Value (*)
0,20 ± 0,01
0,92 ± 0,02
117 ± 4
42 ± 1

(*) 95% confidence intervals considering a normal distribution

1.7.2. LLDPE-g-MA characterization
Coupling agent is OREVAC®18370, a linear low density polyethylene grafted with 0.25%
w/w of maleic anhydride. Table 3 presents some material properties reported in the technical
data sheet.
Table 3 – LLDPE-g-MA Orevac®18370 technical data
Property
Norm
Melt flow index (190° C / 2,16kg), g/10 min
ASTM D1238
Relative density
ASTM D 1505
Melting point, ° C
DSC
Tensile strength at break, MPa
ASTM D 638
Elongation at break, %
ASTM D 638
Young’s modulus, MPa
ASTM D 638
Haze*, %
ASTM D 1003

Value
2
0,91
119
18
790
150
6

(*) Properties for a 50µm extruded film

Same experimental characterization procedures for the LDPE resin were made for LLDPE-gMA coupling agent at CIPP. Results are presented in table 4.
Table 4 – Physical characterization of LLDPE-g-MA Orevac®18370
Property
Norm
Melt flow index (190° C / 2,16kg), g/10 min
ASTM D1238
3
Density, g/cm
ASTM D 792
Meeting point, ° C
DSC
Crystalline content, % p/p
DSC

Value (*)
2,02 ± 0,03
0,90 ± 0,01
122 ± 1
34 ± 2

(*) 95% confidence intervals considering a normal distribution
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1.7.3. Montmorillonite characterization
Mineral filler is an organically modified montmorillonite distributed commercially below the
brand Nanofil®SE3000. According with the producer surface modify agent is a hydrogenated
di-tallow di-methyl quaternary ammonium salt.
Initial particle diameter D50 is 8µm according with the technical data sheet. A particle size
distribution test carried out by laser diffraction (CILAS 1064 Liquid equipment) at CIPP
laboratories determined an experimental value of 8.16µm.
An elemental quantitative analysis was carried out by Inductively Coupled Plasma Mass
Spectrometry (ICP-MS) and the results are shown in table 5.
Table 5 – Elemental quantitative analysis by ICP-MS of Nanofil®SE3000 montmorillonite
Element
Concentration (ppm)
Al
Ba
Ca
Cd
Cr
Cu
Fe
K
Mg
Mn
Na
Mo
Ni
P
Pb
Si
Sr
Ti
V
Zn

35735,0
7,6
1502,0
0,6
1,4
2,7
11312,0
692,0
3813,0
27,4
1127,0
0,0
2,0
830,0
10,5
3078415,0
75,3
775,0
22,3
43,0

A Thermo Gravimetric Analysis (TGA) carried out in a NETZSCH STA409PC Luxx
established thermal stability for MMT-o until 300° C. At this temperature only a mass loss of
5% w/w had been registered. A Cation Exchange Capacity (CEC) of 6.68 ± 0.45meq/100g
(95% confidence interval) was measured experimentally by analytical chemistry tests. TGA
and CEC experiments were made at Department of Chemistry of the Universidad de Los
Andes.
By other side, first basal spacing in MMT-o was determined by Wide Angle X-ray diffraction
using a mono-chromatic light shaft of 1.93Å wavelength. Resulting value was 2.7nm.

1.8. Nano-composite preparation
LDPE/MMT-o nano-composite was prepared by melt intercalation in a two steps proceeding
at CIPP laboratories. Firstly pulverized LDPE (Dow®132I), LLDPE-g-MA (Orevac®18370)
and MMT-o (Nanofil®SE3000) were mixed in a double co-rotating extruder TSK 20/400
(20mm diameter, 40:1) to obtain a pelletized concentrate with the next mass composition:
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- LDPE
- LLDPE-g-MA
- MMT-o

37% w/w
42% w/w
21% w/w

Mass ratio between coupling agent and filler was equal to 2; in agreement with several
research reports as this one of Kawasaki et al. (1997).
In a second step, pelletized concentrate and LDPE (Dow®132I) were mixed in a Brabender
Plasti-Corder PLE331 single-screw extruder (19mm diameter, 25:1) in order to obtain casting
films with a standard thickness of 152µm. A linear increasing temperature profile from 170° C
in alimentation zone to 200° C in extrusion dye and a rotation frequency of 30rpm were used
as operating conditions. Final mass composition of extruded film was:
- LDPE
- LLDPE-g-MA
- MMT-o

64% w/w
24% w/w
12% w/w

Clay mass fraction was fixed in 0.12 because this MMT-o content retains at least 75% of
incident infra-red radiation between 1430cm-1 and 770cm-1 (determined by Infrared
Spectroscopy in an IR-Avatar Nicolet® Spectrophotometer at CIPP laboratories). According
with the European norm UNE-EN 13206, this IR retention limit is a technical requirement
over raw materials used to produce thermal films for greenhouse covering applications.

1.9. Characterization of nano-composite film
Tensile tests were carried out in a SINTECH®2W Universal Testing Machine according to
norm ASTM D882 - Test Method for Tensile Properties of Thin Plastic Sheeting, at CIPP
laboratories. Initial grip separation was fixed to 50.8mm and grip separation speed was equal
to 500mm/min. LDPE/MMT-o nano-composite tensile properties are presented in table 6.
Table 6 – Mechanical characterization of LDPE/MMT-o (12% w/w) nano-composite
Property
Value (*)
Tensile modulus, MPa
175 ± 5
Tensile yield strength**, MPa
13.4 ± 0.4
Tensile strength at break, MPa
14.3 ± 0.5
Elongation at break, %
430 ± 40
(*) 95% confidence interval considering a normal distribution
(**) Tensile yield strength at 0.02% of permanent deformation

Elmendorf tear resistance was measured according to norm ASTM D1922 - Propagation
Tear Resistance of Plastic Film and Thin Sheeting by Pendulum Method. Tear resistance in
machine direction (MD) is 8.1N and in transversal direction (TD) is 12.8N.
Haze (or diffused visible light) was determined in agreement with norm ASTM D1003 Standard Test Method for Haze and Luminous Transmittance of Transparent Plastics. 39%
of transmitted visible light across the nano-composite film is diffused according with
measurements.
A crystalline content of 40% ± 1% (measured by DSC) in nano-composite material indicates
a negligible nucleating effect of montmorillonite clay, at least with the actual processing
conditions.
An idea of morphological state in the nano-composite film was obtained via TEM. From TEM
images is deduced that actual nano-composite morphology is mixed, a complex intermediate
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state between immiscibility and exfoliation. Presence of clay tactoids, micro-particles and
delaminated structures are revealed in figures 6 and 7.

1µm

1µm

Figure 6 – Low magnification (36000X) TEM images of actual LDPE/MMT-o nano-composite

100nm

100nm

Figure 7 – High magnification (100000X) TEM images of actual LDPE/MMT-o nano-composite

Figure 8 shows an excellent TEM image over a PP/MMT-o nano-composite. Clay used in this
nano-composite is exactly the same used in actual LDPE/MMT-o nano-composite. A
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quantitative analysis using those TEM images let to determinate a platelet characteristic
length equal to 130nm.

Figure 8 – High magnification (500000X) TEM image of a PP/MMT-o nano-composite

By other side, X-ray diffraction measurements confirmed presence of intercalated microstructures because intensity peaks were detected at equivalent basal spacing of 4.2nm. So,
taking into account the predicted thickness of a montmorillonite platelet by Fornes and Paul
in 2003 (0.94nm), actual interlayer domain in the swelled intercalate particles is
approximately equal to 3.2nm.

1.10. Prediction of elastic properties
Several decades ago there have been a lot of theories to predict mechanical behavior of
composite materials. Those theories estimate composite properties in function of the pure
components properties and the morphology of the composite. In that way, some individual
component parameters are taken into account like matrix and charge modulus, volume
fraction of charge, filler aspect ratio, filler orientation, etc. Obviously in these kind of
theoretical approximations some assumptions are taken on the composite material: linear
and isotropic mechanical behavior for matrix and filler, perfect cohesion between phases and
no interface effects.
Considering a heterogeneous material with well known micro-constituents properties and
composite morphology the homogenization approaches in elasticity define a linear elastic law
for a hypothetic equivalent material:

Σ=C:E
In the previous expression Σ and E represent the macro-stress and macro-deformation
tensors respectively. At the other hand C defines the Cauchy stiffness tensor for the
composite material.
Using the concept of representative volume element, that takes into account the local
properties and has a small dimension in relation with micro-structure characteristic
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dimension, it is possible to define Σ and E in terms of volume averages strain and stress
tensors:

Σ= σ

E= ε

V

V

=

1
V

∫ σ (x )dV

=

1
V

∫ ε (x )dV

V

V

And in this case σ and ε represent the local stress and strain tensors. Hill (1963) developed a
theory that allowed rely linearly strains (or stresses) in the heterogeneities with the macrostrains (or macro-stresses) in the composite:

ε c (x ) = A : E
σ c (x ) = B : Σ
So because of linear behavior it is possible to describe a relation between Σ and E composite
mechanical tensors using the local mechanical tensors of each component:

Σ=

1
m
m
f
 ∫V m C : ε ( x ) dV + ∫V f C : ε
V

f

(x ) dV 


Finally, a basic relation for obtaining the Cauchy stiffness tensor of the equivalent
homogeneous material is:
m
f
m
C = C + φ  C − C  : A



In the previous expression φ is the volume fraction of filler in the composite and A is the Hill’s
concentration tensor. A lot of simplification models have been developed taking into account
different micro-mechanical models (i.e. different forms of the Hill’s tensor).
For example, in 1976 Halpin and Tsai developed a model for unidirectional composites
based on the previous micro-mechanic work by Hermans. He obtained a generalization of
Hill’s self-consistent theory by considering a single fiber encased in a cylindrical shell of
matrix that is embedded in an infinite material that, at the same time, exhibits the average
composite properties. Halpin and Tsai took the Herman’s form and arrived to an analytical
form that could be adapted for a variety of reinforce geometries. Then tensile modulus of the
composite, Ec, is estimated according to the next formulae:

Ec 1 + 2 pηφ
=
Em
1 − ηφ
In that model η is a parameter that depends on Young’s modulus of matrix and reinforce and
the inclusion aspect ratio, p. In the same year, another composite model that uses a modified
rule of mixtures (MROM) was presented by Riley at the Polymer Conference Series in the
University of Utah (Salt Lake City, U.S.A.):

Ec = φE f ⋅ MRF + (1 − φ )E m
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MRF is the modulus reduction factor that depends of disk-like inclusion aspect ratio, filler
volume fraction, filler elastic modulus and matrix shear modulus.
Then, in 1973 Mori and Tanaka derived a micro-mechanical model approximating Hill’s
concentration tensor with the well-known Eshelby’s tensor that describes the elastic stress
field in and outside of an ellipsoidal inclusion embedded in an infinite matrix. In addition, to
take into account the finite filler concentrations and the influence of surrounding particles
Mori and Tanaka considered a non-diluted composite with identical filler particles that
produces a stress difference between the matrix average stress and the applied one. Finally,
in order to satisfy the equilibrium conditions real composite is forced to equal the applied
stress.
In spite of the fact that Mori-Tanaka model was initially developed for materials reinforced
with inclusions, now it is used for unidirectional composites, multi-phase composites and
other several types of composites because of its great adaptability to different filler
geometries.
After discovering the surprising effects of layered silicate reinforcing on some mechanical
properties in polymers a lot of works were addressed to predict the mechanical behavior of
those particular materials. Like polymer layered silicates nano-composites are also multiphase materials the natural first modeling approximations are based on the traditional
composite theories.
In that way recently in 1998 Hui and Shia derived a formula for the tensile modulus of nanocomposites containing laminates totally aligned and supposing a perfect interface:

Ec
=
Em

1
1−

φ 1
3 
+
ηφ

4  ξ ξ + Λ 

ξ and Λ are complex factors that are function of clay aspect ratio, polymer matrix and platelet
elastic modulus and the filler volume fraction.
In 2003 Fornes and Paul examined the prediction of elastic properties in nylon 6 clay nanocomposites using Halpin-Tsai and Mori-Tanaka theories. In their work clay particles were
approximated by a disk-like platelet for Halpin-Tsai model and a penny-shape spheroid for
Mori-Tanaka model. Figure 9 shows those form geometries and their orientation with respect
the orthogonal axes.

Figure 9 – Approximations to filler particle in a nylon-6 clay nano-composite (Fornes&Paul, 2003)
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In Halpin-Tsai model (disk-like platelet) and Mori-Tanaka model (penny-shape spheroid) the
aspect ratio, p, was taken equal to (w/t) where w is the width and t is the thickness of the
dispersed phase. Fornes and Paul demonstrated theoretically the great reinforce efficiency of
layer silicate clays when they are completely exfoliated and also showed the dramatic
decrease in reinforcing efficiency when increasing the number of platelets per stack or the
gallery spacing between platelets.
Additionally, Fornes and Paul compared theoretical predictions with experimental
measurements for elastic modulus of nylon-6 montmorillonite nano-composites. In spite of
experimental constraints determining clay modulus, density and, in particular, aspect ratio
the two homogenization models fitted adequately the data of elastic modulus.
In a more recent work Borse and Kamal (2006) showed that the experimental results of
tensile modulus in polyamide-6 and montmorillonite nano-composites fit to the Halpin-Tsai,
MROM and Hui-Shai models. Indirect determination of aspect ratio was one of the objectives
in that work and it was founded that Hui-Shai equations conducted to obtain aspect ratio
values closer to those determined by TEM analysis.
In order to predict elastic properties of LDPE/MMT-o nano-composite the Mori-Tanaka model
was used. Selection of Mori-Tanaka model was supported in several reasons. Firstly, clay
volume fraction in actual LDPE/MMT-o is smaller than limiting value for Mori-Tanaka model
(approximately 30% v/v). Secondly, Mori-Tanaka can be adapted to montmorillonite
geometry using a penny-shape spheroid form like it was demonstrated by Fornes and Paul in
2003. Now, taking into account the process of film preparation (plan dye extrusion and film
blowing) it is reasonably to suppose ideal alignment of clay particles in processing direction
(figure 10). Additionally, model can be easily implemented in a programming code because
of its explicit character and the well-known solution of Eshelby’s tensor for the penny-shape
case. Finally, Mori-Tanaka is one of the most reported homogenization models in the
literature related with elastic predictions in nano-composites.

Nano-composite
film

Figure 10 – Ideal alignment of clay particles in the extruded nano-composite film

Application of Mori-Tanaka homogenization model implies several assumptions that should
be mentioned. Theory supposes uniform filler shape and constant filler dimensions in all
composite but contrarily real composite exhibits a complex distribution of filler sizes and
shapes because imperfect exfoliation. Theory also supposes perfect cohesion at filler-matrix
interface but bonding imperfections can currently appear in this kind of composites.
Particularly to this work, it was assumed isotropic and linear elastic behavior for filler and
matrix but it is well-known that montmorillonite is elastically anisotropic (Fornes&Paul, 2003)
and that polymer matrix (LDPE/LLDPEgMA) can present chain alignments and polymer
crystallites. In spite of film processing technique some degree of misalignment of clay
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platelets is absolutely possible. Montmorillonite particles were supposed to have a pennyshape spheroid. Figure 11 shows shape and orthogonal axes disposition taken into account
in the modeling.
3

2

1
Figure 11 – Approximation of a montmorillonite particle with a penny-shape spheroid

Considering ai the characteristic dimension in direction i clay aspect ratio is defined equal to
(a1/a3). Taking into account the previously conventions, the expression of Eshelby’s tensor
for a penny-shape spheroid was taken from Mura (1987).
Montmorillonite elastic modulus is assumed to be equal to that of muscovite, a layered
silicate very similar to montmorillonite structure. In 1961 Alexandrov and Ryshova calculated
the muscovite elastic modulus in the basal plan (parallel to both direction 1 and 2 in Figure
11) with an ultrasonic pulse method and they founded an isotropic experimental value of
178GPa. This value is in agreement with modulus value (170GPa) used by Shia et al.
(1998). Montmorillonite Poisson’s ratio is taken equal to 0.20 that was the value used by
Fornes and Paul in 2003. By the other side, matrix elastic modulus is taken equal to
experimental value of 134MPa and Poisson’s ratio of matrix is supposed to be equal to 0.48.
A Matlab® program implementing Mori-Tanaka model was developed to obtain theoretical
results. The text code can be read in the attachment A at the end of the document.
Figure 12 shows longitudinal reinforcement curves (composite to matrix Young’s modulus
ratio E11/Em in function of filler volume fraction) for several clay aspect ratios. From figure 12
it is clear that bigger is the clay aspect ratio bigger is the reinforcing effect in the longitudinal
direction (parallel to axes 1 and 2 in Figure 11). Hence is deductible that the best mixing
state is complete exfoliation which corresponds to the biggest clay aspect ratio.

Figure 12 – Predicted longitudinal reinforcing effect in function of filler volume fraction
(at different filler aspect ratios)
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Tackling another topic figure 13 presents the reinforcing effect of clay aspect ratio. It is clear
that clay aspect ratio plays an impressive impact even at low filler concentrations.

Figure 13 – Longitudinal reinforcing effect in function of filler aspect ratio
(at different matrix modulus)

Until now it has been showed the reinforcing effect for a unidirectional composite. However,
in a real composite there is always some degree of misalignment. Misalignment has a
considerable impact on reinforcing efficiency how it is showed in figure 14 where are
compared reinforcing curves for a unidirectional nano-composite and a 3D-random nanocomposite. Elastic modulus of a composite with a randomly reinforce orientation in the three
orthogonal axis was calculated with the equation derived by van Es et al. using laminate
theory.

E3platelets
D − random = 0.49 E11 + 0.51E33

Figure 14 – Comparison of longitudinal reinforcing effect between unidirectional filler
and 3-D random filler (at two different filler aspect ratios)

Considering results of morphological characterization is possible to estimate the reinforcing
effect due to different numbers of platelets in a swelled intercalate particle of montmorillonite.
Figure 15 presents the different reinforcing tendencies. It results evident and impressive the
diminution of reinforcing efficiency when increasing number of platelets in the intercalate
particle.
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Figure 15 – Predicted longitudinal reinforcing effect of an intercalate montmorillonite particle
in actual LDPE/MMT-o nano-composite (for different number of platelets)

In spite of the non-homogeneous reinforce size distribution in the nano-composite material is
possible to calculate an average aspect ratio considering the experimental results in
elasticity. Experimental ratio between composite modulus and matrix modulus is equal to
1.30 (measured in longitudinal direction, i.e. direction 1 in figure 11). Filler volume fraction in
actual LDPE/MMT-o nano-composite is approximately equal to 0.04. So, based in MoriTanaka predictions presented in figure 16 is possible to conclude that actual average aspect
ratio is between 10 and 11. It results so interesting because this result is in accordance with
the morphologies founded in the TEM images.

Figure 16 – Mori-Tanaka prediction of filler aspect ratio in actual LDPE/MMT-o nano-composite
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SECOND PART
2. NANO-COMPOSITES AND VISCO-ELASTIC BEHAVIOR
2.1. General aspects
Viscous-elasticity is a dissipative mechanical behavior where materials exhibit both elastic
and viscous characteristics when undergoing a deformation. When subjected to stress
viscous-elastic materials present a time dependent strain answer. This kind of mechanical
behavior is typically associated to polymers and, in general, to materials exhibiting matter
diffusion phenomena. Contrary, metals and ceramics don’t present this type of mechanical
behavior.
When a viscous-elastic material is subjected to a loading cycle a hysteresis phenomenon
appears as showed in figure 17. Hysteresis is clear observed in a stress-strain curve and the
area of the loop (in red) corresponds to the energy dissipated during the charging history.
Meyers and Chawla (1999) indicate that since viscosity is the resistance to thermally
activated plastic deformation, a viscous material will lose energy during a loading cycle.

Figure 17 – Loading cycles in (a) a perfect elastic material and (b) a viscous-elastic material

Linear viscous-elasticity is a very interesting case of viscous-elastic behavior when both
stress and strain evolution functions can be expressed independently from each other. Linear
viscous-elasticity is usually only applied to very small deformations.
Linear viscous-elasticity can be studied using dynamical mechanical analysis (DMA). If a
viscous-elastic material is subjected to a very small sinusoidal deformation γ with the next
form:

γ = γ 0 exp (iωt )
Stress measured τ corresponds also to a sinusoidal function but having a delay δ:

τ = τ 0 exp (iωt + δ )
Knowing the amplitude of stress τ0 and the delay of answer δ it is possible to define the
storage modulus G’ and the loss modulus G’’:

G' =

τ0
cos δ
γ0
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G'' =

τ0
senδ
γ0

At the same time G’ and G’’ correspond to real part and imaginary part respectively of the
dynamic complex modulus G*:

G* =

τ0
exp (iω ) = G '+iG ' '
γ0

2.2. Generalized Maxwell Model
There are several models predicting the stress-strain dependences in linear viscous-elastic
materials. Between them are included the Maxwell model, the Kelvin-Voight model and the
Standard Linear Solid model. Those models, in general, approximate viscous-elastic
materials as linear combinations of springs and dashpots that are simple models of elastic
and viscous components respectively.
The Generalized Maxwell model is the most general of those models because it can predict
stress-strain behavior for all viscous-elastic materials (Zaoui, 1986). It represents the
viscous-elastic material as a set of Maxwell elements (spring-dashpot in series) in a parallel
disposition. Figure 18 shows a typical representation of the Generalized Maxwell model.

Figure 18 – Representation of a Generalized Maxwell Model (recovered in Wikipedia®)

Each Maxwell element is defined with a characteristic relaxation time τi and a shear modulus
Gi. Hence, considering n Maxwell elements in parallel is possible to model the evolution of G’
and G’’ using the next relations:
n

G ' ' (ω ) = Ge + ∑ Gi
i =1

n

G ' (ω ) = ∑ Gi
i =1
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(ωτ i )2
2
1 + (ωτ i )

ωτ i
2
1 + (ωτ i )

2.3. Viscous-elasticity in composite materials
There are a lot of studies searching models to predict viscous-elastic behavior in
heterogeneous materials (Paquin, 1998, Levesque, 2004). Paquin (1998) presents a
comparative scheme between different prediction models and tackle an experimental
problem of a polymer mixture (Polypropylene and Polyamide (Nylon) 11). On the other hand,
Levesque (2004) studied the viscous-elastic behavior of a polymer filled with glass balls.
Recently in 2005, Bedoui presented a satisfactory model predicting viscous-elastic properties
in semi-crystalline polymers. This work pretends use Bedoui’s model and extend it to the
nano-composite case. Bedoui tackled heterogeneities since two points of view: one
considering crystalline inclusions randomly dispersed in an amorphous matrix and another
one considering bi-layer reinforcing particles conformed of a crystalline layer and an
amorphous layer. In order to predict viscous-elastic properties of LDPE/MMT-o nanocomposites with such model the inclusion-matrix representation is the only one that can be
used.
Figure 19 presents a general schema of the linear viscous-elasticity homogenization model
proposed by Bedoui (2005). Viscous-elastic behavior deals with time-dependent variables
and for this reason it is absolutely necessary to consider charging history to well know
material’s state. This characteristic can be mathematically treated with introduction of F and
R functional:

t



0



t



t



0



0



ε (t ) = ℑ ∫ σ (τ )dτ 

σ (t ) = ℜ ∫ ε (τ )dτ  = ℑ−1  ∫ ε (τ )dτ 
R functional is assumed linear, so applying superposition principle the charging history can
be defined with a set of elementary impulses:
t

σ (t ) = ∫ R(t − τ ) : d ε (τ )
0

t

σ (t ) = ∫ R(t − τ ) : ε& (τ )dτ + ∑ R(t − τ ) : [ε ]i = [R * ε ](t )
i

0

[ε]i are deformation impulses and * defines Stieljes convolution. Normally, solution of such
mechanical problems is very complex. So in order to simplify it a Laplace-Carson
transformation let turning the linear viscous-elastic problem into a symbolic elastic problem
(Schapery, 1967).
∞

LC ( f (t )) = fˆ = fˆ ( p ) = p ∫ e − pt f (t )dt
0

Viscous-elastic equations in Laplace-Carson space are identical to equations of a linear
elastic problem, so traditional homogenization techniques (e.g. Mori-Tanaka model) can be
now applied.
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Visco-elastic problem
Phase 1
Crystalline lamellae: elastic/anisotropic
Phase 2
Amorphous: visco-elastic/isotropic
Laplace-Carson transformation

Symbolic problem
in linear elasticity
2 elastic phases
Inclusion-Matrix
approximation

Bi-layer inclusion
approximation
Homogenization in the
Laplace-Carson space

σ = R( p ) : ε

Numerical inversion

σ (t ) = R(t ) : ε
Figure 19 – General schema of a homogenization model in linear viscous-elasticity for semi-crystalline
polymers (Bedoui, 2005)

Once homogenization problem is resolved in the Laplace-Carson space it is necessary to
return to time space. This step is usually the most delicate because of mathematical
restrictions. In general, this return to time can be expressed in the next form:

f (t ) =

c + i∞

1
1 ˆ
f ( p )e pt dp
∫
2π i c −i∞ p

In this expression p is a complex variable; using Jordan’s theorem f(t) can be obtained
calculating the residuals of function f(p). However, exact residuals method can be replaced
by numerical approximations as the direct method or the collocations method.

2.4. Modeling viscous-elastic properties of nano-composites
Actual pretension in modeling viscous-elastic behavior of nano-composites materials rests on
extending coherently the model developed by Bedoui (2005) to the case of polymers filled
with nano-charges. To do that firstly is necessary to validate the model with a well-known
composite material (like PET/glass bead), where properties of constitutive phases are easily
identifiable. In function of validating results the model could be tested, in a next step, for the
LDPE/MMT-o nano-composite case.
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In resume, homogenization model for charged polymers used in this work is described in the
next four-steps proceeding:
1. Defining mechanical behavior of constitutive phases. Polymer matrix is considered
isotropic and linearly viscous-elastic. Shear modulus, G, is defined using a generalized
Maxwell model:

 −t 
G (t ) = Ge + ∑ Gi exp 
i
 τi 
Completing matrix mechanical behavior the compression modulus, K, is defined constant.
On the other hand, filler is supposed isotropic and linearly elastic. Filler mechanical
behavior is totally characterized by a constant Cauchy tensor, CR.
2. Passing to Laplace-Carson space (LC). As matrix compression modulus, K, and filler
Cauchy tensor, CR, are time independent those parameters are the same in LC. Contrary,
matrix shear modulus has the next form in LC:

Gˆ ( p ) = Ge + ∑ Gi
i

1
1+ 1

τi p

For each value of p in LC a symbolic stiffness tensor can be defined for the matrix phase:
am
Cˆ ( p ) = 3K J + 2Gˆ ( p )K

3. Homogenization. For each value of p in LC is possible to obtain a symbolic homogenized
stiffness tensor using the Mori-Tanaka model (⊕ represents the Mori-Tanaka operator).
At the same time, from the homogenized stiffness tensor CH(p), the homogenized shear
component GH(p) can be recovered.
H
am
R
Cˆ ( p ) = Cˆ ( p ) ⊕ C

4. Returning to time space. Using the direct method the homogenized shear component can
be carried to time space. Then, identification of a generalized Maxwell model can be
used to predict the evolution of composite shear modulus.

G H (t ) = Gˆ H ( p )

p=

0.56
t

A Matlab® program implementing the described homogenization model was written. Text
code is enclosed at the end of the document as Attachment B.
2.4.1. Validation of viscous-elastic homogenization model
In order to validate the viscous-elastic homogenization model in filled polymers a PET/glass
bead composite was utilized. PET is a polymer that can be easily obtained in amorphous
phase and, for this reason, is suitable to validation proceeding.
Before all a viscous-elastic characterization of amorphous PET around its glass transition
was effected in order to identify coherent generalized Maxwell models. PET Arnite® D00301
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was injected in a DK Codim 175 machine to obtain plates of 3mm thickness. A high cooling
rate was employed to guarantee a very small crystalline content. Test specimens of 10cm
width were cut from injected plates to carry out dynamical mechanical analysis in a RDAIII
rheometer. Tests were done at 70° C (below Tg) and 90° C (above Tg) using a frequency
scanning between 0.01rad/s and 500rad/s. Very small deformations were imposed in order to
guarantee linear behavior.
Identification of a generalized Maxwell model with several relaxation times was effected
using the combined methodology of Monte-Carlo and multi-linear regression. Text code of a
Matlab® program implementing the identification methodology is enclosed at the end of the
document.
Figure 20 shows experimental and theoretical curves for G’ and G’’ at 70° C. Theoretical
curves correspond to a generalized Maxwell model with 10 relaxation times. At the same
time figure 21 presents viscous-elastic characterization of amorphous PET at 90° C. Error
bars correspond to a 90% confidence interval assuming a normal data distribution.

Figure 20 – Linear viscous-elastic behavior of amorphous PET at 70° C

Once generalized Maxwell models have been identified for amorphous PET at 70° C and 90°
C, all entry variables of viscous-elastic homogenization model are known. To evaluate
prediction efficiency is necessary to obtain experimental data to compare with theoretical
results. Hence, a set of dynamical mechanical tests were carried out on PET/glass bead
composites. PET Arnite® D00301 and Microperl® 4755 glass beads (50µm average
diameter) were mixed by extrusion to obtain composites with two different concentrations:
- 15% v/v in glass beads
- 27% v/v in glass balls
Composition was verified by density measurements and ash content determination. Then,
extruded composites were injected in a DK Codim 175 machine to obtain plates of 3mm
thickness. A high cooling rate was employed to guarantee a very small crystalline content of
PET phase. Test specimens of 10cm width were cut from injected plates to carry out
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dynamical mechanical analysis in a RDAIII rheometer. Tests were done at 70° C and 90° C
using a frequency scanning between 0.01rad/s and 500rad/s. Very small deformations were
imposed in order to guarantee linear behavior.

Figure 21 – Linear viscous-elastic behavior of amorphous PET at 90° C

Figure 22 and 23 show the viscous-elastic characterization of the two PET/glass beads
composites at 70° C and the respective predictions obtained with the homogenization model.
Again error bars correspond to a 90% confidence interval considering a normal data
distribution. There are several interesting observations related with: experimental curves of
G’ and theoretical predictions for G’ and G’’ present a parallel translation when passing from
15% v/v to 27% v/v in glass beads content. Contrary, experimental behavior of G’’ is
different.
In spite of the similarity in orders of magnitude between experimental and predicted curves it
is difficult to conclude about model efficiency because of experimental window is restricted to
four decades in frequency.
To make easier this analysis figures 24 and 25 present a comparison of theoretical and
experimental relaxation modulus for the two PET/glass beads systems at 70° C.
Experimental curve of relaxation modulus was estimated using a generalized Maxwell model
that was obtained using a Monte-Carlo’s multi-linear regression of experimental data in
figures 22 and 23. Error bars over experimental data correspond to a 90% confidence
interval assuming a normal distribution.
From figure 24 are clear the inexactitudes at short and long times for the PET/glass beads
(15% v/v) composite in spite of good prediction of modulus at time 0. In the case of the
composite at 27% v/v, presented in figure 25, it can be observed only a light improvement in
prediction efficiency at long times.
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Figure 22 – Experimental and predicted curves of viscous-elastic behavior of 15% v/v glass bead
composite at 70° C

Figure 23 – Experimental and predicted curves of viscous-elastic behavior of 27% v/v glass bead
composite at 70° C
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Figure 24 – Experimental and theoretical relaxation modulus for a PET/glass beads (15% v/v)
composite a 70° C

Figure 25 – Experimental and theoretical relaxation modulus for a PET/glass beads (27% v/v)
composite a 70° C

At 70° C linear viscous-elastic predictions are not satisfying. Probably there are parameters
that have not taken into account by the Mori-Tanaka homogenization model when resolving
the multi-phase system behavior in the Laplace-Carson space.
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Figures 26 and 27 show the experimental and predicted curves of G’ and G’’ at 90° C. In this
case the results are more disappointing that at low temperature. Prediction and experimental
sceneries clearly differ in almost two orders of magnitude.

Figure 26 – Experimental and predicted curves of viscous-elastic behavior of 15% v/v glass bead
composite at 90° C

Figure 27 – Experimental and predicted curves of viscous-elastic behavior of 27% v/v glass bead
composites at 90° C
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In this case origin of inexactitude is not only attributed to model efficiency. In spite of several
positive reproducing tests, there are some concerns about experimental data. For example: It
is reasonably that G’ and G’’ increase approximately in two orders of magnitude when is
added 15% in volume of glass beads to the amorphous PET? So, this scenario requires a
complete reproduction of test experiments (obtaining also test specimens) is recommended
to find a conclusive sentence.
Since a general point of view the linear viscous-elastic model is not satisfying. Numerous
hypotheses for the low prediction efficiency can be listed in decreasing importance:
inexactitude of direct methodology when returning from LC space to time space, intrinsic
imperfections of Mori-Tanaka homogenization model, deficient coupling between MoriTanaka elastic model and symbolic transformation of viscous-elastic problem and uncertainty
in numerical value of glass beads modulus.
2.4.2. Viscous-elastic in nano-composites
Tension DMA tests on LDPE and LDPE/MMT-o films were made using a dynamical testing
machine RHEOMETRICS® RSAII at 30° C and 80° C at CIPP laboratories. An isothermal
frequency scanning was programmed between 500rad/s and 0.100rad/s. Figure 28 presents
the compared viscous-elastic characterization results at 30° C. Error bars correspond to a
90% confidence interval assuming normal data distribution.

Figure 28 – Experimental viscous-elastic behavior in LDPE and LDPE/MMT-o films at 30° C

Problems with data acquisition in DMA testing machine at 80° C did not let to obtain certain
data at this temperature. Experimental data at 30° C and 80° C are quality insufficient to well
identify a generalized Maxwell model for LDPE. For the previous reason and disappointing
results validating viscous-elastic homogenization model in PET/glass beads composite there
is not conclusive sentences about linear viscous-elastic modeling in nano-composites using
the symbolic homogenization method.
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CONCLUSION
Placed in elastic behavior Mori-Tanaka homogenization model presents interesting and
coherent predictions for the case of a LDPE/MMT-o nano-composite. Lack of size parameter
in Mori-Tanaka model seems to have not effect over elastic predictions. By other side, linear
elastic behavior is considerably influenced by aspect ratio parameter and, in consequence,
results a key factor modeling elastic behavior in nano-composites.
Morphological characterization techniques, Transmission Electron Microscopy and X-ray
Diffraction, showed presence of a great distribution of different micro-structures in the
LDPE/MMT-o nano-composite. In spite of that, Mori-Tanaka predictions using a uniform
average sized particle are coherent with experimental elastic data. Future improvements in
prediction efficiency can be attained identifying all micro-structures distribution and
implementing a pondered Mori-Tanaka model.
On the other hand, linear viscous-elastic modeling of polymer composites is not conclusive.
There are several hypotheses that can explain the disappointing results. Firstly, it is
absolutely possible that direct method for returning to space time is an inaccurate
approximation. It is necessary to evaluate other numerical methods more powerful.
Secondly, is probable that viscous and elastic components in the PET/glass bead composite
present strong non-linear interactions that don’t let obtain an equivalent elastic problem using
the symbolic transformation of Laplace-Carson.
Additionally, low prediction efficiency can be attributed to a deficient coupling between MoriTanaka elastic model and symbolic transformation in the viscous-elastic homogenization
model proposed by Bedoui. Anyway, there is not enough information to judge the validity of
Mori-Tanaka homogenization model in the viscous-elastic scenario and it is totally desirable
to extend this research work in order to clarify actual results.
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ATTACHMENTS
Attachment A. Matlab® code implementing Mori-Tanaka homogenization model
% APPROCHE DE MORI ET TANAKA
% Inclusions homogènes
close all
clear all
clc
% Déclaration de variables et constantes
vi=0.2;
Ei=178e9;
vm=0.4;
Em=134e6;
type = input('1-spherique, 2-ellipsoidale. Tapez le numero selon le type d´inclusion: ');
% Trace de courbes
FractionRatio(Em,vm,Ei,vi,type)
Random(Em,vm,Ei,vi,type)
AspectRatio(Em,vm,Ei,vi,type)
Platelets(Em,vm,Ei,vi,type)
function[C]=MoriTanaka(Em,vm,Ei,vi,f,type,a1,a3)
% Tenseurs de rigidite isotropes
I = [1 0 0 0 0 0
010000
001000
000100
000010
0 0 0 0 0 1];
J = [1/3 1/3 1/3 0 0 0
1/3 1/3 1/3 0 0 0
1/3 1/3 1/3 0 0 0
000000
000000
0 0 0 0 0 0];
Ki = Ei/(3*(1-2*vi));
Km = Em/(3*(1-2*vm));
ui = Ei/(2*(1+vi));
um = Em/(2*(1+vm));
Ci = 3*Ki*J + 2*ui*(I-J);
Cm = 3*Km*J + 2*um*(I-J);
% Tenseur d´Eshelby
if type==1
S11 = (7-5*vm)/(15*(1-vm));
S22 = S11;
S33 = S11;
S12 = ((5*vm)-1)/(15*(1-vm));
S21 = S12;
S23 = S12;
S32 = S12;
S31 = S12;
S13 = S12;
S66 = (4-5*vm)/(15*(1-vm));
S55 = S66;
S44 = S66;
elseif type==2
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S11 = ((13-8*vm)/(32*(1-vm)))*pi*(a3/a1);
S22 = S11;
S33 = 1-(((1-2*vm)/(1-vm))*(pi/4)*(a3/a1));
S12 = ((8*vm-1)/(32*(1-vm)))*pi*(a3/a1);
S21 = S12;
S13 = ((2*vm-1)/(8*(1-vm)))*pi*(a3/a1);
S23 = S13;
S31 = (vm/(1-vm))*(1-(((4*vm+1)/(8*vm))*pi*(a3/a1)));
S32 = S31;
S66 = 2*((7-(8*vm))/(32*(1-vm)))*pi*(a3/a1);
S44 = 2*0.5*(1+(((vm-2)/(1-vm))*(pi/4)*(a3/a1)));
S55 = S44;
end
Se = zeros(6,6);
Se(1,1)=S11;
Se(1,2)=S12;
Se(1,3)=S13;
Se(2,1)=S21;
Se(2,2)=S22;
Se(2,3)=S23;
Se(3,1)=S31;
Se(3,2)=S32;
Se(3,3)=S33;
Se(4,4)=S44;
Se(5,5)=S55;
Se(6,6)=S66;
% Calcul d´homogénéisation
A = (I+(Se*(Cm^-1)*(Ci-Cm)))^-1;
AMT = A*(((1-f)*I+(f*A))^-1);
C = Cm + f*((Ci-Cm)*AMT);
function []=FractionRatio(Em,vm,Ei,vi,type)
if type==1
a1=1;
a3=1;
for j=0:25
f=0.002*j;
vol(j+1,1)=f;
[C]=MoriTanaka(Em,vm,Ei,vi,f,type,a1,a3);
S=C^-1;
Et=(S(1,1))^-1;
module(j+1,1)=Et/Em;
end
elseif type==2
a3=1;
for i=1:5
if i==1
a1=1;
else
a1=(i-1)*2;
end
for j=0:25
f=0.002*j;
vol(j+1,1)=f;
[C]=MoriTanaka(Em,vm,Ei,vi,f,type,a1,a3);
S=C^-1;
Et=(S(1,1))^-1;
module(j+1,i)=Et/Em;
end
end
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end
figure (1)
xlabel('Fraction volumique des renforces','Fontsize',10)
ylabel('Ec/Em','Fontsize',10)
title('Prédiction du module de Young transversal pour un composite PE/MMT-o')
hold on
plot(vol,module,'k');
end
function []=AspectRatio(Em,vm,Ei,vi,type)
if type==2
mod=[Em 28e9 83e9 Ei 330e9 660e9];
a3=1;
for i=1:6
for j=0:2000
if j==0
a1=1;
asp(1,1)=a1;
else
a1=5*j;
asp(j+1,1)=a1;
[C]=MoriTanaka(Em,vm,mod(i),vi,0.01,type,a1,a3);
S=C^-1;
Et=(S(1,1))^-1;
module(j+1,i)=Et/Em;
end
end
end
figure (1)
xlabel('Raison d´aspect des renforces','Fontsize',10)
ylabel('Ec / Em','Fontsize',10)
title('Prediction du module Young transversal pour un composite PE/MMT-o')
hold on
semilogx(asp,module,'k');
legend('Em','28','83','178','330','660',-1);
end
function []=Random(Em,vm,Ei,vi,type)
if type==2
a3=1;
ar=[20 100];
for i=1:2
for j=0:25
f=0.002*j;
vol(j+1,1)=f;
[C]=MoriTanaka(Em,vm,Ei,vi,f,type,ar(i),a3);
S=C^-1;
Et=(S(1,1))^-1;
El=(S(3,3))^-1;
module(j+1,i)=Et/Em;
module3D(j+1,i)=((0.49*Et)+(0.51*El))/Em;
end
end
figure (1)
xlabel('Fraction volumique des renforces','Fontsize',10)
ylabel('E / Em','Fontsize',10)
title('Prédiction du module de Young transversal pour un composite PE/MMT-o')
hold on
plot(vol,module,'-k')
hold on
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plot(vol,module3D,'.k')
end
function []=Platelets(Em,vm,Ei,vi,type)
if type==1
a1=1;
a3=1;
for j=0:25
f=0.002*j;
vol(j+1,1)=f;
[C]=MoriTanaka(Em,vm,Ei,vi,f,type,a1,a3);
S=C^-1;
Et=(S(1,1))^-1;
module(j+1,1)=Et/Em;
end
elseif type==2
a1=129.4;
for i=1:4
a3=((i-1)*3.2)+(i*0.94);
for j=0:25
f=0.002*j;
vol(j+1,1)=f;
[C]=MoriTanaka(Em,vm,Ei,vi,f,type,a1,a3);
S=C^-1;
Et=(S(1,1))^-1;
module(j+1,i)=Et/Em;
end
end
end
figure (1)
xlabel('Fraction volumique des renforces','Fontsize',10)
ylabel('Ec / Em','Fontsize',10)
title('Prediction du module de Young pour un composite PE/MMT-o')
hold on
plot(vol,module,'k');
if type==2
legend('1','2','3','4',-1);
end

Attachment B. Matlab® code implementing linear visco-elastic homogenization model
% HOMOGENEISATION EN VISCOELASTIQUE
close all
clear all
I = [1 0 0 0 0 0
010000
001000
000100
000010
0 0 0 0 0 1];
J = [1/3 1/3 1/3 0 0 0
1/3 1/3 1/3 0 0 0
1/3 1/3 1/3 0 0 0
000000
000000
0 0 0 0 0 0];
% Constantes de la phase amorphe
% nt: nombre de temps de relaxation
% Em: Module Young de la matrice amorphe [Pa]
% vm: Coefficient de Poisson de la matrice amorphe
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% Km: Modulo de compressibilité de la matrice amorphe [Pa]
id = ['identification.txt'];
id_maxwell = load(id);
n = length(id_maxwell);
nt = n-1;
Em=49e6;
vm=0.4;
Km = Em/(3*(1-2*vm));
% Constantes de la phase inclusion
% Ev: Module Young de la charge [Pa], Dray D.
% vv: Coefficient de Poisson de la charge, Dray D.
% Kv: Module de compressibilité de la charge [Pa]
% uv: Module de cisaillement de la charge [Pa]
% f: Fraction volumique de l'inclusion
Ev = 74e9;
vv = 0.25;
Kv = Ev/(3*(1-2*vv));
uv = Ev/(2*(1+vv));
Cv = 3*Kv*J + 2*uv*(I-J);
f = 0.15;
% Passage a l´espace Laplace-Carson
% fmin: Fréquence angulaire minimale de l'essai d'identification [rad/s]
% fmax: Fréquence angulaire maximale de l'essai d'identification [rad/s]
% p: Vecteur de points d'analyse dans l'espace LC
% GLC: Vecteur de modules de cisaillement dans l'espace LC
fmin = 0.01;
fmax = 500;
tmax = 2*pi/fmin;
tmin = 2*pi/fmax;
pmin = 0.56/tmax;
pmax = 0.56/tmin;
L=(pmax-pmin)/9999;
for i=1:10000
p(i) = L*(i-1);
for j=1:nt
ti(j,1) = 1/(1+(id_maxwell(j+1,1)*p(i))^(-1));
gi(1,j) = id_maxwell(j+1,2);
end
GLC(i) = id_maxwell(1,2)+(gi*ti);
end
% Homogénéisation par Mori Tanaka dans l'espace Laplace Carson
% CLCm: Tenseur de rigidité de la matrice dans un point de l'espace LC
% GHLC: Vecteur de modules de cisaillement homogénéisés
for i=1:10000
CLCm = 3*Km*J + 2*GLC(i)*(I-J);
[C] = MoriTanaka(CLCm,vm,Cv,I,f,1,1,1);
S=inv(C);
GHLC(i)=1/(2*S(4,4));
end
figure (1)
set(1,'position',[0,302,560,420])
plot(p,GHLC,'--rs','MarkerSize',5)
xlabel('p','Fontsize',12)
ylabel('G^h(p)','Fontsize',12)
title('Module de cisaillement homogénéisé dans l´espace LC')
hold on
% Retourne a l'espace du temps
for i=1:10000
if p(i)==0
t(i)=5000;
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else
t(i)=0.56/p(i);
end
end
figure (2)
set(2,'position',[561,302,560,420])
semilogx(t,GHLC,'-k')
xlabel('t (s)','Fontsize',12)
ylabel('G^h(t)','Fontsize',12)
title('Module de cisaillement homogénéisé')
% Identification d´un modèle Maxwell généralisé
MonteCarlo(t,GHLC)
function[]=MonteCarlo(t,GHLC)
% Nombre de temps de relaxation
N = input ('Nombre de temps de relaxation: ');
% Nombre d'itérations
Ntir=1000;
% Définition de l´intervalle pour le premier temps de relaxation et de l´intervalle pour la raison
teta0m=0.0001;
teta0M=0.001;
Lm=round((1e2)^(1/N));
LM=Lm+3;
% Erreur minimum
erreurmin=10^99;
% Tirage Monte Carlo
for itir = 1:Ntir
U=rand(1,1);
V=rand(1,1);
L=U*LM-(U-1)*Lm;
teta0=V*teta0M-(V-1)*teta0m;
for j=1:N
teta(j)=teta0*L^(j);
end
for i = 1:length(GHLC)
for j = 1:N
X(i,j)=exp(-t(i)/teta(j));
end
X(i,N+1)=1;
end
Gi=inv(X'*X)*X'*GHLC';
GHLCt = X*Gi;
erreur = sum(abs(GHLCt-GHLC'))/length(GHLC);
if erreur<erreurmin
if min(Gi)>0
erreurmin=erreur;
Gisol=Gi;
tetasol=teta;
Lsol=L;
end
end
end
for i=1:N
Gisolbar(i)=Gisol(i);
end
% Trace des figures
figure
semilogx(tetasol,Gisolbar,'+k')
title('Couples module-temps du modèle Maxwell')
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ylabel('Gi (Pa)')
xlabel('Temps de relaxation (s)')
figure
semilogx(t,GHLC,'ob',t,GHLCt,'-r')
title('Modules du modèle visco-elastique')
xlabel(['t (s)']);
ylabel(['G(t) (Pa)']);
% Stockage de l´identification
for k = 1:(N+1)
if k==1
sortie(k,1)=0;
sortie(k,2)=Gisol(N+1);
else
sortie(k,1)=tetasol(k-1);
sortie(k,2)=Gisol(k-1);
end
end
fichier_sortie = ['identification_espacetemps.txt'];
save(fichier_sortie,'sortie','-ASCII');

Attachment C. Matlab® code implementing a Monte-Carlo regression to identify a
generalized Maxwell model
% REGRESSION DE MONTE CARLO
clc
clear all
close all
% Identification de l´essai
essai = input('Identificacion de l´essai:','s');
% Charge du fichier associé à l´essai
essai_gg= ['gg' essai '.txt'];
gg = load (essai_gg);
% Extraction du vecteur de fréquences
w = gg(:,1);
% Extraction du vecteur des modules réels
gprim = gg(:,2);
% Extraction du vecteur des modules de perte
gsecond = gg(:,3);
% Nombre de temps de relaxation
N = input ('Nombre de temps de relaxation: ');
% Nombre d'itérations
Ntir=1000;
% Définition de l´intervalle du premier temps de relaxation et de l´intervalle de la raison
teta0m=0.001;
teta0M=0.01;
Lm=round((1e2)^(1/N));
LM=Lm+3;
% Erreur minimum
erreurmin=10^99;
% Tirage Monte Carlo
for itir = 1:Ntir
U=rand(1,1);
V=rand(1,1);
L=U*LM-(U-1)*Lm;
teta0=V*teta0M-(V-1)*teta0m;
for j=1:N
teta(j)=teta0*L^(j);
end
for i = 1:length(w)
for j = 1:N
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X(i,j)=((w(i)*teta(j))^2)/(1+(w(i)*teta(j))^2);
Y(i,j)=(w(i)*teta(j))/(1+(w(i)*teta(j))^2);
end
X(i,N+1)=1;
Y(i,N+1)=0;
end
gprimsecond = [gprim' gsecond']';
XY = [X
Y];
Gi=inv(XY'*XY)*XY'*gprimsecond;
gprimsecondt = XY*Gi;
gprimsecondt=XY*Gi;
gprimt=X*Gi;
gsecondt=Y*Gi;
erreur = sum(abs(gprimsecondt-gprimsecond))/length(gprimsecond);
if erreur<erreurmin
if min(Gi)>0
erreurmin=erreur;
Gisol=Gi;
tetasol=teta;
Lsol=L;
end
end
end
for i=1:N
Gisolbar(i)=Gisol(i);
end
% Trace des figures
figure(1)
semilogx(tetasol,Gisolbar,'+k')
title('Couples module-temps du modèle Maxwell')
ylabel('Gi (Pa)')
xlabel('Temps de relaxation (s)')
figure(2)
loglog(w,gprim,'ob',w,gprimt,'-r',w,gsecond,'*k',w,gsecondt,'-g')
title('Modules du modèle visco-elastique')
xlabel(['w (rad/s)']);
ylabel(['G´ G" (Pa)']);
% Stockage de l´identification
for k = 1:(N+1)
if k==1
sortie(k,1)=0;
sortie(k,2)=Gisol(N+1);
else
sortie(k,1)=tetasol(k-1);
sortie(k,2)=Gisol(k-1);
end
end
fichier_sortie = ['essai_' essai '_identification.txt'];
save(fichier_sortie,'sortie','-ASCII');
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